
Rarely does a technological development come along with the genuine promise of changing the 
world beyond recognition. The Internet of Things represents just such a technological leap.

Drawing in-depth analytics from any connected device in real-time, increasing efficiencies across 
all industries and granting the ability for predictive maintenance are just some of the benefits being 
exploited by the most successful players in IoT.

Against this backdrop, IoT Nexus produced an industry-wide survey, completed by hundreds of 
companies working within IoT today, from massive multinationals to SMEs and Start-Ups, to discover 
which companies are considered the most powerful and the most innovative in the industry.

Three thought leaders, representing companies that have been voted into the coveted top 10 spots 
on the IoT power list, give their insights in this paper. Key speakers from these companies, as well as 
many of their colleagues – some of the most influential operators in IoT today – will be presenting 
at IoT Nexus: Interoperability on 17th-18th June, San Francisco. 

Grab $200 off your ticket with the discount code POWER200, exclusive to readers of this report. 

Head to www.iot-nexus.com/interoperability to register now!
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Power players and innovators in the Internet of Things
Between November 2014 and January 2015, IoT Nexus conducted a survey of hundreds of 
professionals in the IoT space. We uncovered where the true power and innovation lies within IoT, 
as determined by the industry itself.
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Key Findings
Top 50 Companies in IoT 

4. ARM 5. SeeControl 6. SIGFOX 7. WOT.io 8. IBM 9. GE 10. Spark.io 
11. Vodafone 12. ThingWorx 13. Concirrus 14. Apple 15. Jasper 16. Bosch  

17. Semtech 18. EVRYTHNG 19. Samsung 20. PTC 21. Microsoft 22. Telefonica  
23. Qualcomm 24. Ericsson 25. Electric Imp 26. SAP 27. SmartThings 28. Wyless 

29. Nest 30. Arkessa 31. AT&T 32. Oracle 33. Telit 34. Amazon 35. Xively  
36. Arduino 37. Atmel 38. CSR 39. NWave 40. PubNub 41. Verizon  

42. Alleantia 43. Neura 44. Transatel 45. Humavox 46. Sierra Wireless  
47. HyperCat 48. PrismTech 49. Dell 50. Texas Instruments 

of Respondents claimed that 
Interoperability was the biggest 
challenge currently facing the 
Internet of Things
Other challenges: 

14% Security
3% Connectivity issues 
3% Living up to the industry hype
3% Other: Business models, public awareness,  
                      energy consumption

77% 
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Top 10 most powerful companies in IoT

Samsung believe IoT technology will soon permeate our 
lives, enabling more connected in-home experiences and 
powering smart cities, protecting the environment and 
enabling better health for everyone. The goal for Samsung 
is a ubiquitous and seamless user experience that enhances 
the quality of life without added complexity. Their IoT 
initiative is partnering with all sectors of the tech industry to 
develop an open platform that will minimize fragmentation 
and enable faster adoption of IoT.

Apple they have made movements into the market with their 
HomeKit technology.
The HomeKit software will rely on a common network 
protocol that uses secure pairing to recognize a person’s 
iPhone. The iPhone can then trigger front doors, garage doors 
and a whole host of other home functions.
Using Siri, Apple’s virtual personal assistant on the iPhone, 
users of HomeKit apps will also be able to use voice commands 
to signal that it’s time for bed and that the doors should be 
locked and the lights dimmed.
Apple aren’t making the IoT products themselves, as of yet, 
but rather using iOS and the HomeKit platform to control 
products that have signed up to the HomeKit Development 
Program.

Bosch believes that in the near future, more and more devices 
and systems will be capable of sending and receiving data 
automatically via the internet. According to their estimates, 
by the year 2015 more than six billion devices and systems 
will be connected to each other and exchanging data via 
the internet. 
Bosch are working on software and hardware, and a 
platform to link up various technologies. Bosch see 
partnerships between businesses are becoming more 
important than ever as no single company can successfully 
tackle all of the increasingly complex challenges on its 
own. As of 2012, Bosch opened the Internet of Things 
and Services Lab in cooperation with the University of  
St. Gallen. 
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Vodafone provide a global M2M platform and have a clear 
focus on developing strategic partnerships to provide 
end-to-end M2M services. Vodafone’s view is there should 
be a presumption in favor of industry self-regulation. 
They also encourage a mandate for public policy benefits 
associated with M2M and are focusing on the enablement 
of new business models for M2M services. 

GE see the Industrial Internet as bringing about a profound 
transformation to global industry, by connecting more 
intelligent machines, advanced analytics, and people at 
work. This deeper meshing of the digital world with the 
world of machines has the potential to bring enormous 
economic benefits. GE have estimated that this new wave 
of innovation could boost global GDP by as much as $10-
15 trillion over the next 20 years, through accelerated 
productivity growth. Discussions of the Industrial Internet 
tend to focus on the machines and the data, but people at 
work are an equally essential element of this revolution. GE 
sees the Industrial Internet delivering its benefits in terms 
of greater efficiency, lower costs, and ultimately more and 
better jobs and rising living standards. 

Over the past century, IBM claim to have seen the emergence 
of a kind of global data field. IBM see that the planet  
itself — natural systems, human systems, physical objects 
— as always having generated an enormous amount of 
data, but until recent decades, we weren’t able to hear it, to 
see it, to capture it. Now we can because all of these things 
have been instrumented with microchips, UPC codes and 
other technologies. And they’re all interconnected, so now 
we can actually have access to the data. IBM’s research 
focuses include examining the business case for the 
Internet of Things and examining the benefits of Blockchain 
technologies within IoT. IBM’s primary Internet of Things 
product is a cloud hosted service. 
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Google have made acquisitions of various companies 
in the field of IoT. With its last three acquisitions — 
Boston Dynamics, Nest and DeepMind — it seems like 
Google is rapidly collecting the individual pieces to put 
together a “real life Internet,” a network of AI-driven 
robots and objects that could improve transportation, 
manufacturing and even day-to-day consumer life.
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Intel see the Internet of Things as transforming our world 
from disconnected, isolated systems to Internet-enabled 
devices that can network and communicate with each 
other and the cloud, providing the opportunity for 
businesses to enhance productivity and efficiency, 
develop new services and improve real-time decision 
making. Intel is working to accelerate the development 
and deployment of the Internet of Things through 
building intelligent devices, creating systems of systems 
by connecting legacy devices to the cloud, and enabling 
end-to-end analytics.

Cisco defines the Internet of Everything (IoE) as bringing 
together people, process, data, and devices to make 
networked connections more relevant and valuable than 
ever before, turning information into actions that create 
new capabilities, richer experiences, and unprecedented 
economic opportunity for businesses, individuals, and 
countries. Cisco apply many services to the Internet of 
Things including hardware, software and solutions. 

ARM creates sensors, controllers, and other embedded 
intelligence in devices. ARM see their  technology designs 
as enabling IoT applications and services to become truly 
ubiquitous and intelligent.
ARM’s business model is based on licensing the core 
technology to different partners, allowing them to 
differentiate and add value. Multiple suppliers for each form 
factor ensures competition, competition spurs innovation 
and differentiation, which exemplifies the fact that diversity 
is what the Internet of Things is all about. 
Besides the ability to address different markets, to explore 
new ones, and the ability to scale from small to large, 
the ecosystem for the Internet of Things will have to be 
more diverse than the mobile Internet today. Enabling 
ecosystems that drive innovation is a critical part of what 
ARM does with its partnership based business model.
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GE

John Magee is the Chief Marketing Officer of General Electric (GE). With GE’s leadership in sensors, 
controllers, analytics and modelling, they look to deliver on a vision for “The Industrial Internet” – a new 
generation of intelligent systems that can predict and respond to changes.

In a nutshell, how would you describe GE’s position within the Internet of Things (IoT) space?
If you look at the broader IoT trend of connectivity and leveraging that connectivity to drive data and 
analytics, GE has been a proponent of that strategy for several years now. For many years we have 
employed connectivity to our equipment to gain a better understanding. With that understanding 
we have been able to optimize the performance of the machines we manufacture, the way we service 
those machines and how we can give our customers more knowledge about what’s happening in 
their infrastructure.
What’s happened in the last few years has really been down to the acceleration of technologies. New 
technologies have really made it possible to do things that we haven’t been able to do in the past.
In 2011, GE announced a US $1 billion investment in research and development around data analytics 
and software to drive what we call the Industrial Internet – that is a subset of the Internet of Things 
that’s really focused on the global industrial infrastructure. With this investment we have been 
exploring how connectivity, data and insights improve availability, performance and safety to have all 
kinds of large impacts on our customers’ businesses.

How long has GE been actively pursuing the IoT space?
We’ve had data and analytics coming off of GE equipment like gas powered turbines for over 20 years. 
We connect those machines, collect the data and analyze it to help us improve performance and to 
improve the service and availability.
What’s really changed in the last three or four years is how easy it is becoming to do Big Data at scale, 
so things like cloud computing and large scale analytics infrastructure such as Hadoop, and the falling 
prices for connectivity and connections and embedded processors. There’s a number of trends that 
have all come together in this fortuitous way to make it possible to do these things not just for large, 
expensive pieces of equipment, but for entire manufacturing processes, oil and gas infrastructure, 
hospitals – all these places where we can now leverage IoT technologies to drive value.

Is that something that GE handles end-to-end or do you rely on business partners to go to market?
We’ve got a full solution that encompasses the connectivity piece as well as the software platform 
which in our case is called Predix. That software platform provides the foundation for advanced data 
collection and analytics, then delivering insights through mobile interfaces to users.
We also partner extensively – we have an ecosystem of partners. Within connectivity we partner with 
companies like AT&T and Vodafone, we also partner with folks like Intel and Cisco. We definitely see 
that the Internet of Things requires an ecosystem to come together, and we have been focusing on 
partnering aggressively to build out a complete solution for our customers.
In a recent IoT Nexus survey of industry leaders across IoT, GE were named among the most powerful 
IoT companies and Bill Ruh, Vice President and Global Technology Director at GE, was voted in the top 
three thought leaders within IoT – to what can you attribute that success?
It started with a top down sponsorship by the chairman and the GE board. They recognized the long 
term economic impact that IoT was going to have, not just on our business but on our customers 
– on the industries that they’re in like healthcare and transportation, aviation, oil and gas, power 
generation… all these different verticals have huge potential to transform through IoT.

Insights from the Power Players
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One of the major factors to success is to get the right teams of people together. If you think about this 
IoT world and the Industrial Internet, it’s really a convergence of the physical and the digital. In our 
case we have people who are very deep into mechanical engineering and people who are very deep 
in specific domains like healthcare, like power generation, and smart grids. Then you have people 
who are very good at the technology side – developers specifically for software and analytics who 
understand how to take advantage of cloud architecture and sophisticated data analytics. Getting 
those teams together is the key to success here in terms of delivering solutions and being able to 
innovate within the IoT space.
GE has done a lot to centralize the way that we move forward. All the different GE businesses across 
the different domains that I mentioned are involved, and we also have a very centralized approach to 
investment and R&D. That way everyone can take advantage of innovation and we leverage the best 
of our domain expertise, coupled with what we understand about the physical world, through the 
latest software and IoT technologies.

How important is the aspect of scale with regards GE? How much of an advantage is the sheer  
scale of GE?
Certainly our scale gives us advantages. The scale part for innovation comes down to being able to 
look across different industries. Our vantage point, if you will, lets us see the requirements around 
Industrial Internet and IoT in healthcare… in all these different verticals, and while they’re very 
different from each other, they have a lot of commonalities. Being able to look across different verticals 
lets us develop platform technologies that can work in a variety of different areas. That is an important 
advantage for us.
My boss, Bill Ruh,  heads up GE Software. That organization was set up specifically to drive the 
innovation that can be leveraged by every business and vertical industry under GE. There’s been a 
lot of fragmentation in technology in industrial sectors. One of the things that IoT and the Industrial 
Internet has allowed us to do is to approach those problems in a more consistent way, so we can reuse 
solutions from one area within another.

How does GE view the challenge of interoperability? In the recent survey from IOT Nexus, 77% of 
respondents saw it as the biggest challenge today…
I think there’s been a lot of progress already – and there’s certainly a lot more to come. Interoperability 
is very important to our strategy because we want to be able to help our customers get visibility 
and oversight, not just for their GE equipment but for all of the equipment that they have in their 
infrastructure.
There’s a lot that’s happening already – I mentioned the fragmentation on the technology side and 
how we’re working to bring that closer together. In the past there have been a lot of proprietary 
networking protocols and control systems in manufacturing and other industries. Now with internet 
standard protocols, with IP based protocols, we have an opportunity to have a common backbone – 
that’s a big step right there.
On the next layer up, we are a founding member of the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC), which is 
looking at some of the requirements and test cases across different portfolios. That’s an important 
body for driving future convergence and interoperability.
We’re also a member of the Open Interconnect Consortium (OIC). So there are standards emerging 
in areas of security and interoperability that are going to continue to accelerate, and there’s already 
been good progress made in that direction.

What does the future hold for GE and the Internet of Things?
We’re very excited in continuing to invest heavily – last year we had more than US $1 billion in 
incremental revenue from some of these new solutions. The impact is really going to be much larger, 
not just in terms of revenue but also in terms of better performance of our customers’ infrastructure, 
in terms of reduced fuel consumption, lower carbon emissions… IoT can really have a big impact, not 
just for GE and not just for our customers but on some of the biggest issues the world is facing around 
healthcare, environmental resource consumption and safety. We continue to be very excited about 
the future and IoT especially.
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ARM

Gary Atkinson is the Director of Emerging Technologies at ARM. With over 20 years’ experience in business 
development within ICT, he continues to impact the realization of the Internet of Things.

Where does ARM position itself within the IoT space?
The Internet of Things has the potential to transform every business model and human experience on 
the planet, just as the Web before it and the advent of personal computing before that. By connecting 
things in new ways, ARM is opening up the future of intelligent wearables, smart homes, smart cities, 
smarter infrastructure and transport, efficient industrial control and automation, smarter energy 
management and connected healthcare. 
To truly succeed, IoT must be optimized for energy and cost-constrained devices and built around open 
standards and a uniform approach to Internet protocols, security and standards-based manageability.
ARM is helping with this, as it provides a common foundation for connectivity and intelligence – from 
sensors to servers. It provides a common language for an open, standards-based ecosystem, which 
will offer the diversity and choice of IoT applications, while limiting the market fragmentation that 
emerging technologies and applications of IoT bring with them.

ARM have been voted in the top 10 IoT companies, most powerful IoT companies - to what do you 
attribute ARM’s success and how can others follow or replicate that success?
There are several really good reasons for ARM’s success in this space. One key aspect is about offering 
our partners choice and diversity. With IoT, you can’t take a one-size-fits-all approach: you’re looking at 
devices and tools from swallowable medical devices, wearables and implantables, to pet trackers and 
connected cars, in all sorts of different shapes and sizes. ARM-enabled IoT devices are proliferating 
because they can take countless forms, limited only by the imagination of their creators.
Overcoming the challenge of power is another area where ARM has applied its low-power pedigree 
to further enable the growth of IoT. People developing IoT products are pushing back the boundaries 
of where technology is being applied, but are still constrained by the amount of power they can 
get from a battery. They are trying to really squeeze down the form factor to create devices that fit 
seamlessly and unobtrusively into people’s lives, and to do this, they are turning to ARM’s energy-
efficient processors and sensors that can function autonomously for long periods of time.
I’m not sure if there is a secret to our success – at ARM we’ve embraced the community of developers, 
makers and entrepreneurs that has developed since the emergence of IoT. For this reason, we recently 
launched the ARM® mbed™ IoT Device Platform, consisting of mbed OS and mbed Device Server. With 
this initiative, we’ve created a common platform for IoT innovation, enabling ease of development 
and deployment of secure, connected embedded devices. The mbed developer community, where 
you really see true innovations, has now grown to over 80,000 users.

How does ARM view the challenge of interoperability?
We believe that interoperability between nodes and cloud services across market segments will 
unleash the full potential of the IoT, as developers and consumers seek to connect any new IoT devices 
to their existing constellation of connected gear.
That’s precisely why we designed the ARM® mbed™ IoT Device Platform to be a fast and efficient way 
to create commercial and interoperable connected IoT devices based on ARM microcontrollers.
Although the IoT market is made up of many vertical segments, most applications that can make use 
of Internet connected devices have a common foundation. For example - smart cities, basic wearables 
and smart home devices all require basic OS functionality like drivers, device security and provisioning 
support.
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What does the future hold for ARM and IoT?
We want our technology to play a fundamental role in enabling the IoT to expand and deliver on its 
potential benefit for business, society and the sustainability of the planet. We are doing this through 
our ARM mbed™ IoT Device Platform. The idea is that the new platform will accelerate the growth of 
the IoT by enabling innovators to focus on value-add features and differentiation in their products 
rather than trying to individually solve the underlying technology challenges.
On top of the mbed OS, the platform also offers the mbed Device Server. This is a software solution 
that provides the required server-side technologies to connect and manage devices in a secure way. 
It also creates a bridge between the protocols designed for use on IoT devices and the APIs that are 
used by web developers. This simplifies the integration of IoT devices that provide “little data” into 
cloud frameworks that deploy “big data” analytics on the aggregated information. Built around open 
standards, the product can scale to handle the connections and management of billions of devices.
Beyond the technology we recognise that we have a convening role for the technology and IoT design 
industries. As ARM technology enables others to innovate we equally want to use our influence 
internationally with governments and with the industry to bring about the kind of agreements on 
standards, security and approaches that will allow the IoT to grow. We want to be part of the difficult 
debates, helping to bring sectors together and ensure that trust ranks alongside technical excellence.
Finally on the big picture scale, we want to help others to unlock the uses for IoT technology that 
haven’t been thought of yet. This may be the ‘killer app’ as is talked about that turns the IoT into a 
global success but equally it may be lots of different apps that really make a difference. That may be 
apps helping people to deal with long term illnesses better, helping farmers to be more efficient or 
indeed those that form a connected vehicle network which cuts emissions and improves road safety.
I’ve spent the last 18 months presenting at conferences with a presentation called ‘Can Technology 
save us from ourselves?’ The premise is that we are facing two billion people joining the world by 
2050, how are we going to feed them? Where is all the clean water going to come from? How are we 
going to manage the chronically ill? Our healthcare systems aren’t scalable… And how are we going 
to provide energy for these people – the current ones as well as the new ones.
The truth is that it’s cheaper to reduce energy consumption than it is to produce more energy. My talk 
says that if we can gather more data points from agriculture, measuring water quality, monitoring the 
nutrient levels in coastal waters for shellfish beds, which are a good and scalable source of protein 
for humanity. Can we use precision agriculture to increase the yield? – Because we’re running out of 
space to grow food in.
I subscribe to the idea that IoT can have a significant impact on humanity and our future and the 
sooner we get this infrastructure deployed, the better off we’ll be. 
Within healthcare for example, with IoT we can enable people to monitor themselves or to be 
monitored automatically, which will save people making trips to the doctors that they don’t need 
to, it will allow people to live a normal life. Particularly if you scale that out to the developing world – 
service users may have to walk for half a day to get to a clinic. If they don’t need to do that, it saves a 
huge amount of time.
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IBM

Neil Postlethwaite is the Internet of Things Foundation Product Manager at IBM. Heading up this new 
initiative within IBM, Neil is bringing together years of connectivity experience to be distilled into IoT 
business solutions for clients. 

How would you describe IBM’s position within IoT? 
We’re a key player in the IoT space. The IoT space is an ecosystem from my perspective as well as from 
the company’s perspective. If you look at the IoT devices that are down there: the silicon, the gateways, 
the network that’s actually going to provide the communications mechanisms to connect that in, 
then the Cloud and on top of that the actual business application that provides the customer some 
value – we have a role to play along all of that ecosystem. That being said, we are a very neutral party 
in the majority of the ecosystem. We don’t manufacture devices. We don’t manufacture gateways. 
We’re not a network provider. We provide technology along all of those points, but we have a very 
non-competitive stance. 
We also have a proven history within IoT. If you look back, my department and myself, we started on 
this evolution back in 1998/99 with end-to-end connectivity which is now deployed across many of 
the world’s industrial systems – for example, oil and gas pipeline systems doing management and 
monitoring. 
The thing that has changed here is ubiquitous connectivity – silicon and connectivity has become 
so cheap on those device endpoints. IoT is really the recognition of the explosion of this ubiquitous 
connectivity technology. 
In 2008 we had our Smarter Planet marketing campaign whose main tenets were Instrumented, 
Intelligent and Interconnected. We’ve got many Smarter Planet implementations across the world in 
things like Smarter Cities; Smarter Energy; Smarter Water... 
If I look at where we are today, we now have things like our Internet of Things Foundation, our Bluemix 
Cloud Application Platform, with analytics and asset management built on top of that, all designed to 
make it exceptionally easy to get started and the scale with business success. 
In a nutshell, we’re a key part of the IoT ecosystem, we’ve been in the space for a long time and 
we have fantastic technology and customer facing teams that can drive that technology to provide 
customer value. 

Whilst IBM has years of experience implementing connected devices, an IoT specific offering has 
been relatively recent… 
Absolutely bang on. Our Internet of Things Foundation is pretty new, and that brings together our 
Internet of Things connectivity technology – so getting the data from the devices into the Cloud, 
storing it and then surfacing that data up so you can run analytics across it, all as part of our Bluemix 
Cloud Application Platform. 
Coming up with an IoT specific offering was a reaction to what was happening in the marketplace. 
We see customers wanting to get to the value of IoT very quickly. The best and easiest way that we 
can enable them to do that is with a Cloud hosted offering. So it’s complete Pay as you go, Software 
as a service – you can start very small, even for free with your first 20 devices, connect them to the 
Cloud, build and application to consume that data and visualize and glean insights from that data 
very quickly. 
Time to market in our customer base is paramount – it’s a hugely competitive environment. Having 
to install hardware, install all of the relevant software and make it all work together, and then starting 
to look at the business application – that’s not where the world is today. Customers want instant 
gratification, they want to visualize their data and see it coming off their connected devices within 
days, not months. One of our pilot customers, a powerboat company, was able to connect their 
devices, begin analyzing and visualizing their data within three weeks and present that to their fans 
and spectators. That’s fast! And there has been a complete market shift in terms of how businesses are 
viewing their approach to IoT solutions. 
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In the recent IoT Nexus survey, IBM was voted in the top 10 IoT companies as well as the top five 
most powerful IoT companies. Why do you think that is? 
Part of it is our history. We have spent a long time in this space – since 1998/99, so we know what 
we’re doing. More than that though, it’s a willingness to constantly reinvent ourselves. Just look at 
the market shift that I talked about, we don’t approach all of the opportunities out there with a pre-
canned set of on premise products that you have to install and configure. 
The ability for us to change and deliver on Cloud was key – if you look from a Corporate level – we 
restlessly reinvent the Corporation. We’ve divested businesses with lower margins and we’re investing 
in higher margin businesses – software and services, and we can make strategic investments like the 
investment we made last year in our SoftLayer acquisition. With that acquisition we now have a Cloud 
infrastructure presence in datacentres right across the world. Plus we’re busy standing up our Bluemix 
application platform and IoT Foundation in all of those datacentres. 
That ability to do the heavy lifting research and development, to invest in the growth areas and make 
those key strategic investments – will continue to ensure we stay at the forefront. 

How does the sheer scale of IBM fit into IoT as a competitive advantage? 
Our ability to play in the market – it doesn’t matter where in the world, if we don’t have a datacentre 
there, we’ll have one relatively soon. 
I think things like geolocation are becoming very important for IoT customers. The geography of where 
their data is being stored, even though it is Cloud hosted can be important. For example a customer 
in Europe might not be able to store their data in the US for regulatory reasons. We’re continuing to 
add datacentres and build on our scale to give customers more flexibility when it comes to solutions 
to their business problems. 
We also have proven technology that scales to millions, and even billions of devices. We’ve been in the 
IoT business under the guide of m2m for a long time. The customer base trusts us to scale and manage 
that worldwide rollout. 

Do you believe that interoperability is the biggest challenge for IoT today? 
It certainly is a big issue. If you look at what’s currently happening in the marketplace, there is 
something of a Wild West approach to protocols, standards and device types. It is going to take some 
time for that to coalesce. There will be winners and losers in the space. 
IBM is working with a number of silicon and gateway manufacturers to make sure they on-board 
IBM technology very quickly and easily, using open protocols. IBM has invested a lot over the years 
in MQTT, which is now an OASIS International Standard. That is a great protocol for the Internet of 
Things. 
We are working right across the ecosystem to ensure that is one of the key standards as we go forward. 
That should help from an interoperability perspective. 
We’re a lead member of the Industrial Internet Consortium, the IIC. That body is all around driving 
industry use cases and working interoperable and standardized use cases which people can replicate. 
In summary, I absolutely agree that interoperability is a problem in the market today, but the picture 
will change over time. Openness is the key to solving the problem of interoperability in IoT. We will 
continue to both contribute to Open Standards and incorporate them into our products to help 
improve this situation. 

What does the future hold for IBM and IoT? 
From my perspective, IBM and IoT has a fantastic future. If you look at the marketplace predictions, 
all of the analysts talk about billions of devices and trillions of dollars. There is clearly a huge market 
here. IBM will continue to invest right across the ecosystem with our device, gateway, network and 
technology partners to ensure we can deliver industry leading solutions to our customers and clients. 
From a portfolio perspective, IoT is incredibly vibrant. Connectivity is the first step, but once you’re 
connected, life gets really exciting. You can apply the Big Data capabilities, analytics capabilities, things 
like predictive maintenance and asset management – all of which are capabilities that IBM has in 
spades. These are the areas where our customers are going to see real business value. I see IoT moving 
beyond basic connectivity, to visualizing data and applying analytics to give a true view as to how 
your device landscape is looking and provide tremendous new business insights and opportunities.
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Connect with us at IoT Nexus as we build a community of the powerful and innovative in IoT. 
Mesh the market leading insight of the Power Players with the creativity of innovators and 
join us in driving forward the next phase of the Internet of Things. 
We will be continuing to create information pieces, straight from the heart of the industry 
and give you networking opportunities to help you grab a slice of the $1.9 billion industry of 
the Internet of Things! 
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